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Suweir there were low patches of white mist, strung out
over the ground like delicate white tresses of hair. Near
Moseifig I had a feed off ham and rolls and a swill out of
my Thermos, while Roche flew. Then he fed. While
I was eating I put my tinted goggles up and let in the
sunlight and outer air. When you masticate in the air,
with every movement of your jaws the engine roar swells
and subsides like the roaring crash of breakers against
rocks with hollow caves. I climbed steadily with engines
doing 2,050 r.p.m. in preparation for those gaunt hills,
which rise like a menacing barrier to the Arabian desert.
We passed slowly over the aerodrome at Beersheba
beating up against the wind, up the wadi which Saundby
discovered, until the sandy peninsula in the Dead Sea
came into view. Then over the great crag, the apparent
summit of the "promised land," out across the tableland
on its further side, over the broken ravine and on to the
plain. We missed Ziza and found ourselves against the
opposite hills before we realized it. We turned back and
eventually found Ziza. Saundby had all the way been
behind, as he had been delayed leaving Heliopolis by a
dud magneto and tyre troubles. We were filling up as
he landed. We were met by the Bristols as before and I
embarked a cargo of six sucking pigs. I had a little
trouble in starting my starboard engine owing to a dud
starting magneto. Sergeant Cochrane ran a lead across
from the other engine.
Ziza to L.G. F. I was a bit heavily loaded leaving
Ziza and I hardly climbed at all. I turned after about
i ,000 yards and lost height badly and seemed to be
going to hit the deck again. I turned into wind, found
an up dunt, and shot up about 300 feet. Sauncifey
followed about fifteen minutes later. I made afcross the

